
The Law of Attraction

 We attract into our reality circumstances that are a 
match to 

 the vibration we sent out. 

 That’s why we say, it’s not what you do but why you do 
it. 

 The vibration/energy behind your actions

 The law of cause and effect is about actions-taking 
congruent actions

 The law of attraction is about vibration embodying the 
right vibration to attract the right opportunities to take 
action



 We come to this life to master our vibrations and align 
our actions to our intentions

 We master our vibrations by mastering our thoughts and 
therefore our emotions . The mind and your heart are 
your generators of your life.

 Your subconscious mind is like this huge elephant that 
has so much muscle power. Like an engine. 

 But it is our conscious mind that directs the elephant.  
The conscious mind sets the intention, the sub-conscious 
brings the force to do it. The conscious redirects the 
subconscious. 

 If your subconscious has programs of lack, you will be 
drifting to lack land because you vibrate LACK.

 It is up to your conscious to take on the boat’s steering 
wheel and say NO, we are not drifting there, we are 
going to Abundance Land. 

 The law of attraction is about teaming up your conscious 
with your subconscious to bring the boat to Happy, 
Abundant land. 



 Positive Thinking that comes from your conscious only – can 
only hold so much – weaker vibration/signal – WEAK 4D

 Positive Thinking that comes from your conscious and sub-
conscious – Stronger vibration/signal – Strong 4D

 Positive Thinking and Feeling that comes from your MIND 
and HEART – FULL EMBODYMENT  is a powerful vibration. 

 Because you are embodying the belief, it has a feeling not 
just a thought. Now it is at 3D and 4D. That’s why feeling 
work with theta is so important.



Muscle Test: 

1. I know how to feel good, happy, abundant, healthy, 
joyful enough, important , respected, wanted

2. I know how to feel empowered
3. I know how to work with the laws of the universe to 

manifest what I want
4. I know how to work with the laws of the universe to co-

create in my life
5. I am a powerful manifestor
6. I deserve to manifest my dreams
7. I have a vow of poverty
8. I have a vow of suffering
9. I have a vow of sacrifice



Clearing work

1. Where is this coming from? Your parents? Your ancestors?
2. How does it serve you to have this belief?
3. What virtues have you learnt by having this belief? 

Downloads
3. The virtues are learnt and completed
2.  I know how to keep the benefit without the limiting belief
1.  Change the belief and provide relevant downloads to you and the      

past life you / ancestors / younger self



Law of Attraction and Law of Gestation

Law of Increase

The Vacuum Law of Prosperity

Conscious 
attention and 
focus

Embody the 
Vibration

Intention

Law of Cause and Effect and 
Law of Gestation 

Law of Cause and Effect and 
Law of Compensation

The law of Receiving

Congruent 
Direct Actions

Giving Actions

Course 
Correction

Create space to receive your intention 
(physically and mentally by working on 
your beliefs of deserving)

Shift your conscious by focusing on the 
WHAT visualize it, talk about it, behave as 
you already have it

Shift your Sub-conscious vibration, 
embody it by taking supportive actions and 
working on your beliefs

Give to others what you wish to receive

Embrace the opportunities that the Law of 
attraction and compensation bring 

Pay attention to what shows up in your life 
and course correct . Adjust the “How”

Mastering the 7 Laws of Manifesting



Your actions need to be congruent to the following:

1. Your intention
2. Your true self (soul gifts and soul blueprint)
3. The vibration you wish to embody

Types of Actions
1. Preparation actions – make space physically, mentally, time wise, 

financially (don’t buy more) to receive
2. Supportive actions to embody the desired vibration
3. Direct actions to create your dream
4. Giving actions - offer what you want to others – provide to others 

the same value you wish to receive.

Actions Ultimate Guide



Downloads

1. I know how to feel good, happy, abundant, healthy, joyful 
enough, important , respected, wanted

2. I know how to feel empowered
3. I know how to work with the laws of the universe to 

manifest what I want
4. I know how to work with the laws of the universe to co-

create in my life
5. I am a powerful manifestor
6. I deserve to manifest my dreams
7. I know what it feels like to know that I am here to thrive
8. I know what it feels like to know that I am here to be happy
9. I know what it feels like to know that my best contribution

to this world comes from being happy and abundant



June 14 - 15 

June 26 - 27

June 12 – 13 * 

June Courses



July 28 - 29 

July 28 - 29 

July 17 - 19 

July Courses
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